The generic matrix multiply (GEMM) subprogram is the core element of high-performance linear algebra software used in computationally-demanding digital signal processing (DSP) systems. We propose an acceleration technique for GEMM based on dynamically adjusting the precision of computation. Our technique employs DSP methods (such as scalar companding and rounding), followed by a new form of tight packing in floating-point that allows for concurrent calculation of multiple results. Since the companding process controls the increase of concurrency (via packing), the increase in processing throughput (and the corresponding loss in precision) depends on the input data statistics: low-variance parts of the matrix multiplication are computed faster than highvariance parts and the error is controlled in a stochastic and not in a worst-case sense. This can convert highperformance numerical DSP libraries into a computation channel where the output error increases when higher throughput is requested. Potential DSP applications that can benefit from the proposed approach are highlighted.
INTRODUCTION
Can we systematically accelerate basic signal processing operations in computers by trading off precision in the results in a stochastic manner? We address this question for one of the most basic operations: matrix multiplication.
Computationally-intensive signal processing operations, such as LU decomposition, system inversion, or twodimensional transform analysis and synthesis [1] and principal component analysis algorithms [2] utilize matrix multiplication extensively. Such operations are realized in programmable processors using mathematics kernel libraries (MKLs) [3] [4] . All commercial or open-source MKLs provide optimized software realizations of basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS) [5] [6] , tailored to the particular hardware via the use of assembly kernels and/or streaming SIMD extensions (SSE). Matrix multiplication is treated by the generic matrix multiply (GEMM) subprogram in BLAS.
Starting from early work on precision adjustment in scientific programming (e.g. FORTRAN's KIND command), algorithmic complexity reduction by approximation of the results has received attention from the research community for some time. Most practical approaches for complexityprecision scalability are algorithm-specific, i.e. they use predetermined "quality levels" or "profiles" of algorithmic or system adjustment, e.g.: switching to simpler transforms or simplifying algebraic operations [1] [7]- [9] , limiting the operating precision of the algorithm implementation in a static manner in order to satisfy hardware or processing constraints [10] , or exploiting the structure of matrices in sparse matrix problems [11] .
Within more generic, theory-driven, approaches, Monte Carlo algorithms have been proposed for fast approximate matrix multiplication [12] . The concept of approximate or stochastic computation was proposed as a broader way to achieve complexity-precision scaling [13] - [16] , in order to address the imminent scaling and power-wall problems of silicon CMOS [17] . Such approaches target applications that can tolerate approximate results and the aim is to provision for average performance vs. precision requirements and not for the worst case. However, all existing proposals [12] - [16] are either based on complexity models or customized VLSI designs and cannot be deployed in mainstream digital signal processors or high-performance computing clusters. Our own research efforts in software designs for image processing systems [18] [19] derived for the first time progressive or accelerated computation in software. However, the proposed schemes are algorithm-specific and, importantly, no precision-controlled acceleration of linear operations is proposed.
In this work, we focus on high-performance realizations of the single-precision generic matrix multiply (sGEMM) subprogram of BLAS level-3 [5] [6] . BLAS level-3 is the defacto standard linear algebra library supported by high-end digital signal processors [3] [4]. Our proposal centers on an optimized SSE-based realization of scalar companding and rounding, followed by a novel form of packing for concurrent calculation of multiple results in sGEMM. A control mechanism is proposed, which determines the companding and packing parameters on-the-fly, in order to match the user-specified output precision [expressed in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)] with the expected output error power. Depending on the distortion tolerance for the output results, our design ranges from "full" precision, i.e. identical throughput/precision results with the conventional sGEMM, to 78% higher throughput with controlled precision loss. Since the obtained increase in throughput depends on the input statistics as well as the required precision, this system can be seen as a computation channel for matrix-based signal processing operations in software. To link our proposal with practical DSP systems, we investigate its performance within three indicative applications.
OVERVIEW OF GEMM
Consider the GEMM design depicted in Figure 1 (a), following the general flow found in optimized BLAS-3 implementations [4] - [6] . The application calls sGEMM for an by matrix multiplication, [top-level sGEMM of Figure 1(b) ] which is further subdivided into subblock ("inner-kernel") matrix multiplications. If the matrices' dimensions are not multiples of , some "cleanup" code [5] [6] is applied at the borders to complete a subblock result of the overall matrix multiplication. This separation into top-level processing and innerkernel processing is done for efficient cache utilization. As shown in Figure 1 (b), our work creates an intermediate level (Tier 1.5) that performs companding, rounding and packing before calling the inner-kernel code. Once the calculation is completed by the inner kernel, post-processing is applied to retrieve the results. Kernel-specific adjustment of the companding factors allows for data-driven packing and concurrency in the calculation of the inner-kernel resultsthus, sGEMM is accelerated according to the input statistics. One of the biggest strengths of our approach in comparison to existing proposals for acceleration [11] [12], faulttolerance [16] , or precision adaptation [10] [13] of matrix multiplication is that it allows for backward compatibility with high-performance standard BLAS-3 libraries. We shall show that Tier 1.5 can be adaptively enabled for each part of the matrix computation in order to achieve distortion and throughput constraints required by the application. Thus, the results range from conventional matrix multiplication with floating-point accuracy to highly-accelerated processing with controlled reduction in the output precision. In the next section we instantiate the proposed framework.
PROPOSED APPROACH
We focus on inner-kernel processing. Trivial size modifications are required for the cleanup code at the borders, which are omitted for brevity of description.
During the initial data access of sGEMM for top-level processing, data in each subblock of matrix 1 and is reordered into block major format, in order to allow for SSE-based realization of the entire process. We use the data accesses of the reordering to calculate the maximum amplitude within each subblock , and
, used to produce , [ Figure 1 (a)] and store these amplitudes for the companding stage. For notational simplicity, in the remainder we remove the indices from , , , and, despite the block major format reordering, we retain the 2D indexing.
Quantization and Packing
In this paper we perform uniform companding and rounding within each subblock and , assuming symmetric input ranges | | , | | and Once the inputs have been companded and rounded, the packing process creates two blocks and with and coefficients (respectively) given by (0 , :
where , 0 1, is the utilized packing coefficient (which will be discussed in detail in Section 4). Notice that, unlike previous proposals [19] , both and are packed.
Inner-kernel Processing
Processing occurs using the packed data, i.e. = :
1 Notations: Boldface uppercase letters indicate matrices; the corresponding italicized lowercase indicate their individual elements, e.g. and , ; all indices are integers; | | is the maximum absolute value found in matrix ; rounds to the nearest integer; is the floor operator. All random variables used in this paper have mean zero and are represented by Greek lowercase letters, e.g. ~P , with P their zero-mean probability density function with standard deviation (with P and reserved for this purpose). Platform (multicore or manycore processor)
Application (e.g. LU or transform decomposition) Throughput precision adaptation application requirements
The packed result of (4) contains the required output as well as two "side" outputs: = , , and = , , . Since the processing is performed in the function's native representation, any high-performance by software kernel for sGEMM can be used for (4).
Unpacking and Dequantization
Following the completion of the processing, unpacking and reverse companding of the results can be performed by:
The final result is recovered after reverse companding:
Remarks
Remark 1: The unpacking process extracts the useful result from the packed output by: (i) rounding [via (5)] to remove the first unneeded result, , of (4); (ii) removing the second unneeded (side) result, , of (4) by (6) . This second side result is scaled by and, as such, is "eating away" precision from the useful result. □ Remark 2: The presented packing and unpacking of (2), (3) & (5), (6) can be extended to more than = 2 packings. The entire process functions in the same way but there are more side results. Since (4) performs times the operations of conventional SSE, we term this approach as turbo SIMD.□ Remark 3: Even though one can construct the processing in 16-bit integer representations (integer SSE are provided in all mainstream processors), this has the following detriments: (i) a new version of the inner-kernel processing has to be derived using integer SSE; (ii) integer conversion to and from floating point leads to significant overhead due to the required memory accesses; (iii) unlike floating point, where the maximum packed value can be flexible with graceful precision degradation, a strict limit is set on the packed values in integers in order to avoid catastrophic errors. Nevertheless, for DSP systems with arithmetic units optimized for fixed-point (FP) computations, (1)- (7) can be implemented in signed FP representation with appropriate modifications. □
PRECISION-CONTROLLED ACCELERATION
Within an by matrix multiplication, the process of Section 3 is used for each inner kernel processing. As such, one can select the number of packings, e.g. 1,2,3,4 , such that precision requirements are met by the produced results of each inner kernel processing. Notice that = 1 corresponds to no packing, i.e. to using the native floating-point precision for the result.
Since the proposed approach introduces quantization noise in the inputs, we are following a statistical approach in the precision control. Inputs
, and , are modeled as zero-mean independent, identically distributed (iid), random variables (RVs) ~P , ~P , respectively. Quantization noise is assumed iid white, modeled by RVs:
Notice that the standard deviation of the noise per matrix is scaled according to the companding applied to each matrix. Proposition 1: Under iid inputs modeled by ~P , ~P and additive iid quantization noise modeled by ~P , ~P , the expected noise power of the output matrix coefficients is (0 , ):
Proof: The impact of companding and rounding in the inner product of any row of with any column of is expressed in affine form that contains all noise sources. Subtracting from the equivalent expression for the inner product of a row of with a column of yields: ∑ ∑ ∑ , with , ~P 1 iid RVs; the expected noise power is (8) . ■ The expected power of the (error-free) output is . Hence, the expected SNR of versus is:
. Notice that, if the statistics of the input matrices are known (i.e. assuming known or estimated P and P ), (8) is parameterized solely by and .
We can then link these two companding coefficients with the conditions set by the tight packing theory [19] for error-free operation, which are:
is a machine-specific constant expressing floating point numerical precision and is determined offline; is a small constant that can be determined based on worst-case analysis 2 such that (9) allows for correct operation [19] ; is the maximum-possible amplitude of ; and the packing coefficient and the number of packings that were defined qualitatively earlier.
The following proposition provides for subblock-level SNR-based control under the assumption of iid zero-mean inputs with known standard deviations and . , ~P , respectively, for desired SNR of dB against the result calculated with floating-point precision, the following companders are required:
Proposition 2 (Precision Control
2 the experimental section assigns values to both constants with:
for Q 2 . Proof: We express in function of from (10 , then no companders exist; conventional processing ( = 1) is used for this case.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented the proposed framework in its entirety using SSE in an Intel Core 2 Duo P8800 processor operating at = 2.66GHz (Ubuntu Linux, single-threaded execution, gcc4.4.1 -O3 -march=native -fomit-frame-pointer).
In our experiments we selected 1,2 and = 288 as a representative inner-kernel size. For these settings, we set: = 260000, = 1.13576 10 , = 50 based on Remark 2 of [19] . The selected value for actually surpasses the safety margin for error-free unpacking [19] . Nevertheless, due to the lossy nature of floating point representations and the proposed packing of (2) and (3), unpacking errors will be severe in the first unneeded result, i.e. of (4), before gradually affecting the useful result in the form of small-amplitude white noise. We use this to our advantage, as increased allows for more refined quantization by (1). However, since this representationinduced unpacking noise is not modeled by Proposition 1, it will cause certain deviation from the estimated error power of (8) .
In our implementation, the top-level processing of sGEMM follows the well-known reordering techniques of other optimized packages [5] [6] . As a representative example, we set input matrices and to contain uniformly-distributed single-precision floating-point inputs selected within the interval 128.0,128.0 for blocks of 288 288. By disabling the processor throttling and running the proposed approach in maximum priority, we set various SNR ( ) requirements for the inner-kernel processing and obtain the results for = = shown in Figure 2 . As external comparisons, we provide the performance of the utilized kernel without the proposed approach ("sGEMM plain") and with the Goto [5] and ATLAS [6] libraries. Such libraries use minimum innerkernel size of 72 72; thus, given that the input dimensions are multiples of 72, all approaches avoid the use of "cleanup" code for the calculations at the matrix borders.
The indicative results reported in Figure 2 show that the proposed approach can achieve up to 78% increase in throughput in comparison to the plain approach. In addition, Figure 2 . Percentage of peak performance achieved by sGEMM under different precision settings ( ); 100% of peak performance corresponds to 8 = 21.28GFLOPS (Giga floating-point operations per second). We include as external benchmarks the sGEMM performance of the Goto [5] and ATLAS [6] libraries. when 126.0dB, no packing can be achieved under the specified configuration and the proposed approach applies = 1 everywhere; Figure 2 shows that no overhead is observed in comparison to the equivalent "plain" processing. This is a very attractive feature of the proposed design, as it allows for backward compatibility to conventional (full-precision) processing without paying any penalty. Finally, despite the unmodeled unpacking noise, only 0.5dB average deviation from each value was measured, thereby confirming Proposition 1 & Proposition 2.
The proposed approach produces throughput that changes according to the required SNR value and it can in fact exceed 130% of the peak performance as shown in Figure 2 . This becomes theoretically possible due to the utilized companding and packing; the results demonstrate that exceeding 100% of peak performance is indeed possible in practice. Notice that the companders for each inner kernel (if = 2 is possible) are found at runtime and the processing throughputs reported in Figure 2 for our approach include the entire process and the control framework described in Sections 3 and 4.
Due to the highly optimized nature of the Goto library, the utilized "sGEMM plain" kernel achieves 19% lower throughput in comparison to Goto's code [5] . In addition, our plain kernel is approximately 9% slower than ATLAS [6] . However, this is irrelevant to the proposals of this paper as our approach can in fact be deployed using the Goto (or any other) high-performance inner kernel code. Under such a deployment, our approach could approach landmark performance of beyond 150% of the peak performance of a particular processor.
Such additional throughput can be used for fault detection and correction functionalities under errorgenerating operating systems or processors [14] - [17] . proposed: sGEMM plain proposed: SNR=27.5dB proposed: SNR=126.0dB Goto [5] ATLAS [6] 
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Alternatively, one can reduce the operating processor frequency and still obtain comparable performance to using "sGEMM plain" at a higher processor frequency, albeit at a lower precision. This approach effectively translates the throughput/precision scaling into power/precision. We conclude with the brief review of three applications in DSP systems that are currently under consideration.
Application 1: Maintaining throughput with lower clock frequency. "App 1, 27.5dB @ 1.60GHz" of Figure 3 was obtained with the CPU frequency set to 1.60GHz (instead of the peak frequency of 2.66GHz). This allows for lower energy consumption with throughput comparable or superior to "sGEMM plain", albeit at lower precision (27.5dB). □ Figure 3 . Lowering the processor clock frequency for lowpower GEMM computation at comparable or superior processing throughput, albeit at reduced precision.
Application 2:
Disturbance cancellation under estimation uncertainty. Assume a 576-parameter system is linearly disturbed by well-conditioned random disturbance matrix , , 0,575 : , 0.5,0.5 . Due to computation or measurement inaccuracies, both and the disturbance cancellation matrix, , are corrupted by additive noise uniformly distributed within 0.05,0.05 . We examined the accuracy of disturbance cancellation, = , by calculating the mean square (MS) of under multiple additive noise instantiations using: (i) the proposed approach with = 2 in every block via = = 32; (ii) sGEMM via "sGEMM plain". We obtained MS = 0.065, MS = 0.060. Hence, even though the companders were not matching the additive noise range, comparative precision is achieved, and (i) is 59% faster than (ii). This case demonstrates that companding can be used to accelerate processing by removing noisy parts of the input without incurring noticeable loss in the output precision. □ Application 3: Approximate 2D principal component analysis (2D PCA) for face recognition with throughput/precision scaling. State-of-the-art techniques for robust image recognition systems derive feature matrices and use 2D decomposition schemes via matrix multiplication in order to match features between a new image and an existing database of images (e.g. for automatic identification of human faces [2] ). Large-scale deployments of such systems tend to run in high-performance workstations or in a cloud computing infrastructure. In such deployments, it is not uncommon to expect that thousands of training and recognition tasks should be computed with the highest-possible throughout/precision capability of each system in order to maximize the processors' or cloud utilization. Think of a real-time matching engine for human faces formed by continuous (incremental) 2D PCA training via hundreds of thousands of pictures uploaded by its users while simultaneously handling new face matching queries. Using the proposed approach, one can accelerate the realtime training and matching process. Specifically, the accelerated GEMM can be used for the image covariance matrix calculation and for the input image projection to the feature matrix [2] . The feature-selection process is anyway approximate as only the feature matrices corresponding to the most significant eigenvalues of the training images are selected for the matching process [2] .
We devised such a deployment for the 2D PCA system of [2] under different SNR values for the GEMM computations. The Yale face database [2] [20] was used and each image was cropped to the 288 288 pixel region including the face. When using SNR values leading to = 2 packings, by using the test methodology of [2] we established 78.8% average face recognition accuracy versus 78.4% of the original (full-precision system). At the same time, 69% processing throughput gain was measured for the matrix multiplication operations against the full-precision "sGEMM plain" kernel. □ Interestingly, our results show that the recognition rate of Application 3 can actually increase in comparison to fullprecision processing. This is due to the companding and rounding processes removing the least significant bitplanes of the input images, which typically correspond to noise. This demonstrates that many computationally intensive DSP applications today may be imposing overly pessimistic precision requirements for practical realizations in programmable processors. Therefore, there could be substantial room for improvement by using stochastic throughput/precision computation schemes that also allow for backward compatibility with specific cases where full precision (conventional floating-point) processing is deemed necessary. We plan to investigate further details of such applications in our future work.
CONCLUSION
We propose an operational approach that scales the throughput of generic matrix multiplication according to the required precision in the result, expressed as the average error power instead of the usual worst-case tuning. This can be used in matrix-based digital signal processing problems that require rapid responses and have certain tolerance to error, in ageing or low-power hardware, or when handling inherently noisy input data. The processor effectively becomes a computation channel controlled in software. Our first results demonstrate that over 130% of processor utilization can be achieved under stochastic precision control. For applications that can tolerate precision loss, this already makes our proposal 45% more efficient than the current state of the art (Figure 2 and Applications 1~3). Further work could investigate the throughput potential of different packing techniques as well as their possibility for fault detection and correction.
From a digital signal processing perspective, two topics are of great importance. Firstly, it is of interest to practical applications to derive distortion estimators for cases of noniid inputs, which are not covered by the present work. Secondly, the combination of the proposed approach with downsampling techniques could be investigated.
Within the context of this paper, downsampling of the input matrices by two corresponds to computing with the full-precision channel on one sampling grid and computing with the null channel (i.e. dropping) the other sampling grid. As such, precision-controlled combinations of quantization and downsampling would allow for even higher throughput gains according to expected mean-square error specifications and within a backward-compatible numerical linear algebra framework. Such approaches would provide for a simple set of controls that can be tuned for each application. Given that many computationally-intensive estimation processes in multimedia, financial applications or neural networks apply matrix multiplication with noisy or quantized data, this may provide some interesting avenues for exploration of extreme throughput scaling within existing processor infrastructures.
